
Supporting Your Child’s 
Reading at Home

 



West Reading Teacher Websites
West home page > Support Staff >

Reading Specialists 

https://www.d47.org/domain/1557

https://www.d47.org/domain/1557


O-U-G-H

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAL9VD6Lz9Y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAL9VD6Lz9Y


Why Do We Read?

• “Comprehension is the essence of 
reading.”  Durkin, 1993

• “Reading is the making and maintaining of 
meaning.”  Saunders Smith, 1994



           
                    What Do Early Readers                           

Need?
• A strong oral language base:  Talk, sing, label, verbally 

interact, listen to others read to them, and be given 
experiences that enrich their oral language.

• A sense of story:  Tell stories, write stories 
(together), read stories – all kinds!

• Understand that print contains a message:  Point out 
print everywhere, write WITH your child and read 
aloud.

● An understanding of letters, words and vocabulary:  
Point out letters/words everywhere, experiment with 
letters/words, have fun with letters/words.

• MOTIVATION:  Enjoy language, books, rhymes, 
songs, poems.  Make it personal, comforting, fun.  
Make reading time sacred!



Meaning is the Essence!

• Gloopy is a borp. Blit is a lof. Gloopy klums 
like Blit. Gloopy and Blit are floms. Ril had 
poved Blit to a jonfy, but Lo had not poved 
Gloopy! “The jonfy is for lofs!” Blit boffed to 
Gloopy.

● What does Gloopy do like Blit? What did Blit 
do to Gloopy? What is the message of this 
story?

• Deriving meaning is the essence of 
reading!



MSV
Good readers, beginning in first grade, need to orchestrate 
these three sources of information:

    1. Meaning - understanding what is read and using knowledge 
of the story to predict new information

2.   Structure - applying oral language that is grammatically 
correct and predicting what would sound right (Is that how 
we would say that?)

 3.   Visual - does what they are saying match the letters or  
groups of letters on the page?

● These three sources of information give us ways in which to 
“cue,” or prompt the child to enable him/her to access what 
he/she may already know about the world, language, and print.  
Our cues act as a support system that helps the child problem 
solve independently when reading and writing.



 Reading Strategies

• Check the picture
• Go back and reread
• Try the beginning sound and keep going
• Look for parts you know
• Think:  Does it make sense, sound right and 

look right?
• Move your finger under the word to check



Strategies in Action
Try the Beginning Sound

• The kitten is drinking .

• The kitten is drinking w .



Strategies in Action
Look at the Beginning Sounds

• I   heard   the   dog __________  at   
the door.

• I   heard   the   dog   scr   at   
the   door.



Strategies in Action
Point to Each Word

I   can   see   the  dog. 



Strategies in Action
Look at the Picture

The girl is fishing.



Strategies in Action
Does it Make Sense?

The cat barked.



Strategies in Action
Does it Sound Right?

I rides my bike to school.
  ride



Strategies in Action
Does it Look Right?

The  pony  lives  on  the  farm.
     horse



Strategies in Action
Look and Listen for Patterns

The cat sat on the mat.



Strategies in Action
Move Your Finger Under the Word

                       

                b i g
               



Strategies in Action
Look for Parts You Know

    hand
hand



Strategies in Action
Go Back and Read it Again

The girl sleeps with her teddy bear.



Comprehension Strategies

• Predicting
• Questioning
• Connecting
• Making Mental Images
• Using Schema (background knowledge)

• Determining Importance
• Inferring (figuring out)

• Synthesizing (putting the big picture together)





Example:  Sally said Mom

Sally said, “Mom!”

“Sally!” said Mom.



Please Do…

• Have your child reread their familiar books every 
night

• Continue to read TO your child 
• Be patient when your child is stuck on a word- 

give them wait time and prompt them
• Have quality discussions about the books
• Be a positive role model-read/talk with your child
• Encourage your child to look at the details in the 

pictures-What additional information can be 
gained from the illustrations?

• Honor their attempts to problem solve and make 
errors



HAPPY READING!

*This presentation is also be on our website if you would like to refer to 
it in the future. Thank you all for coming!

For more information contact:
Reading Teachers:

Trish Carter (pmcarter@d47.org)
Brooke Beaudoin (brbeaudoin@d47.org)

mailto:pmcarter@d47.org
mailto:brbeaudoin@d47.org

